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ABSTRACT
Telemedicine involves the integration of information, human-machine, and healthcare technologies. Because different modalities of patient care require applications running on heterogeneous computing environment, software interoperability is a major issue in telemedicine. Software agent technology provides a range of promising techniques to solve this
problem. This article discusses the development of a methodology for the design of interoperable telemedicine systems (illustrated with a tele-electrocardiography application). Software
interoperability between different applications can be modeled at different levels of abstraction such as physical interoperability, data-type interoperability, specification-level interoperability, and semantic interoperability. Software agents address the issue of software
interoperability at semantic level. A popular object-oriented software development methodology—unified modeling language (UML)—has been used for this development. This research
has demonstrated the feasibility of the development of agent-based interoperable telemedicine systems. More research is needed before widespread deployment of such systems can
take place.

INTRODUCTION

T

the integration of information, telecommunication, human-machine, and healthcare technologies. Presently,
these telemedicine services are provided in proprietary form (by different vendors) in isolated
(different equipment for different services) environments. It is necessary to integrate these diverse telemedicine service mechanisms to reduce some of the inefficiencies that exist today.
Because many of these services are softwarebased, we need to investigate standards and
ELEM EDICINE INV OL VE S

techniques for the interoperability of software
in telemedicine systems. Software interoperability may be defined as, “the capability with
which two or more programs can share and
process information irrespective of their implementation language and platform.”1 The interoperability problem in telemedicine is manifested in systems needed for patient monitoring,
diagnostic, decision support, and communication systems. For example in a typical hospital
environment, the radiology application is supported by Digital Imaging and Communication
in Medicine (DICOM) standard whereas the
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pathology laboratory application could be running on Health Level Seven (HL7) standard.2
While the pharmacy application is running on
Unix environment, the patient repository in general physician’s practice is in MS-Windows environment. So heterogeneity in computing environment is common in telemedicine. Software
interoperability provides a mechanism to integrate these disparate but connected resources
into a single computational environment to
achieve effective resource utilization.
The next section describes distributed framework for tele-electrocardiography application
and associated software interoperability mechanisms. The features of software agents and
their potential application areas in telemedicin e
are also briefly outlined in this section. The subsequent section describes a unified modeling
language (UML)-based methodology to develop a software agent-based system for the
tele-electrocardiography application. This is
followed by a description of a prototype system and its implementation. The concluding
section discusses practical issues related to the
deployment of a software agent based system
in clinical environment and some unresolved
issues for further research.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Distributed ECG analysis: a
tele-electrocardiography application
Electrocardiogram and traditional framework.
The electrocardiogram (ECG) is signature of
the heart and records voltage changes transmitted to the body surface from electrical
events in the heart muscle. It provides direct
evidence of cardiac rhythm and conduction as
well as indirect evidence of certain aspects of
myocardial anatomy, blood supply, and function. Electrocardiography has been used for
many years as a key, noninvasive method in
diagnoses and early detection of coronary heart
disease, which is the leading cause of mortality in many countries. Tele-electrocardiography deploys ECG machines to transmit ECGs
over network. Various research studies show
that tele-electrocardiography diagnosis and

ECG interpretation are simple, reliable and
substantially cost-effective in comparison to
conventional referral systems.3 A brief summary of studies indicating effectiveness of teleelectrocardiography in countries such as the
United States, Canada, Italy, Israel, Greece, and
other parts of the world is included in Table 1.
The major benefits of tele-electrocardiography
are 4,5 faster access to diagnosis, improved quality of care, reduction in length of hospitalization and associated cost, and better patient
managem ent. ECG computer processing can be
reduced to four principal stages: data acquisition; encoding, transmission and storage; pattern recognition and feature extraction; and diagnostic classification.
In the last two stages, a knowledge repository is used by human specialist. 6 Presently,
such knowledge-repositories are made available with ECG equipment in vendor proprietary form in a tightly integrated manner. It has
been suggested that the quality of computerassisted ECG interpretation is perhaps better
than that of general physicians’ and is comparable with the review provided by a specialised
cardiology service. 4 The existing framework 3
for the implementation of a telelectrocardiography system involves the following activities:
acquisition of raw ECG data; presentation of
ECG data in a proprietary format to a proprietary knowledge repository; transmission of
ECG data to health informatics network; and
transmission of ECG diagnostic from the
knowledge repository to a health network.
However, this scheme places the knowledge
repository with the ECG data acquisition instrumentation. The higher the quality of the
knowledge repository, the higher is the cost of
the ECG machine. This cost and accessibility
can be improved by separating the ECG inT A BLE 1. A B R IEF LIST O F E FFEC TIV E
T EL E -E LE C TR O C AR D IO G R A P H Y P RO G R A M S

Location of patient

Location of medical
service provider

Inside a moving am bulance 30
Rural health center31
Community outreach 5,32,3 3
Patients’ homes 34

Hospital
Urban hospital
Hospital
Physician’s home
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strumentation from its present tightly integrated knowledge-base and sharing that over
a secure network.
Distributed framework of ECG analysis. Figure
1 shows a distributed framework for a tele-electrocardiography system. Here, the point-ofneed user with the help of front-end ECG machine, accesses and invokes distributed knowledge repositories over the network. The interpretation repositories diagnose ECGs online,
and forward the ECG data along with interpretations to the online supervisory cardiologist. For normal cases, results are distributed
over the network by the Supervisory Cardiology Station to the point-of-need and Computerized Patient Record Repository. For abnormal cases, more specialized cardiac care service
provider is additionally alerted.
In this framework, different users might use
heterogeneous computing platforms. For example, the point-of-need user might use Windows NT platform with a compatible set of application software whereas the Supervisory
Cardiology Station might use Unix computing
environment with a different set of application
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software. The other building blocks in the
framework might use various other computing
platforms as well. These different computing
platforms need to interconnect, share data and
act cooperatively with each other.7 In this application, the key issues related to interoperability are:
 Interoperability between various platforms
as different parts of the application can run
on heterogeneous platforms.
 Standard communication protocol between
ECG data and knowledge repositories.
 SCP-ECG Standard Communication Protocol (from Comite European de Normalisation (CEN)/TC251) specifies the format of
ECG data to be exchanged with interpretation repositories. 6 It ensures that meaningful
computerized interpretation is acceptable
only if minimum data quality (in terms of
sampling rate, no of leads, resolution, etc.) is
assured.
 Conceptual model for ECG data storage and
retrieval in terms of application areas. For
example, ECG data varies depending on the
testing environment such as rest, stress testing etc. 6 Each mode requires specific formatting and interpretation details.
 Presentation of data in self-configurable
graphical interfaces.6
The interoperability problem
Different parts of a large telem edicine systems are from various vendors. They use different standards and information format. These
systems are also used by people with various
need and different levels of expertise. As a result, interoperability of these systems presents
interesting challenges. Once the interoperability problem is solved, the development and
maintenance of large telemedicin e systems can
be streamlined with data reuse, code reuse and
choice of various computing environment.
Thus, software interoperability can be viewed
from following perspectives 1,7 :

FIG. 1. Distributed framework for electrocardiogram
(ECG) system.

Physical interoperability. In this approach, the
interoperability is achieved by physically transferring the information through electronic me-
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dia such as floppy disks or magnetic tapes. In
this case, information is transferred from one
application to another by manually reentering
the output data of the first application into
other application. In our tele-electrocardiography application, this mode of interoperability
means that data (in a known format) has to be
transferred from one station to other by physical transportation of magnetic tape or floppy
disk. This methodology is primitive, time consuming and expensive.
Data-type interoperability. In this approach, the
focus is only on the content and structure of the
information exchanged/shared. In our application, the format and presentation of the data
(such as ECG readings) will be in such a manner so that the data stored in one program on
one machine can be used in other machines and
frequently in other application programs. In
this case, standardized ECG data—for example
either in single-dimensional array or multidimensional array in a particular format—must
be exchanged between two applications. Standard such as Health Level Seven (HL7)2 -based
interoperability falls in this category. In this approach, the design of the application and its internal behavior are not important. Interface engines or protocol translators are necessary for
communication between different standards.
But the interface engines are often expensive,
complex, and difficult to design. They are error
prone. They require continuous and costly
upgradation to accommodate new developments in standards and new features in medical devices. They are, however, capable of resolving problems of managing multiple
point-to-point and proprietary interfaces.
Specification-level interoperability. In specification-level interoperability, applications sharing
the data need not know the finer details of the
aggregate data type information. For example,
in our application, ECG data can be stored either in a single-dimension array or in multidimensional array but the applications sharing
the data need not know the finer details and
treat the entity as a whole. 1 This approach is
the extension of object-oriented or software
component methodology to distribute objects
across the network and still constitute a logical
application. This is at a finer level of granular-
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ity and tackles the technical issues of integration fairly well. In this approach the interoperability is addressed at specification level and
the programs communicate at higher level of
abstraction and increase the degree of information hiding. Object Management Group’s
(OMG) Common Object Request Broker Architecture (CORBA) 8 and Microsoft’s Component
Object Model (COM) fall into this category.
Semantic interoperability. Semantic interoperability assumes that the components of the distributed application will have different expectations of the data. In this approach, a system is
designed to use different abstract views of shared
entities. In case of our application, the built-in
knowledge resources in the system can exchange
ECG data in a program-independent manner.
This model inherently represent design intent, behavior, and structured description of the entities.
Usually human intelligence is required to assess
semantic information. Trends are emerging to automate this process. Some components of this
trend are ontology, repositories and computeraided software engineering tools.9 Software
agent-based technology support semantic interoperability. 10 A software agent exchanges knowledge with other agents through intermediate
mechanism called “facilitator.” Agent systems
use a single agent communication language
(ACL) to achieve interoperability. Knowledge interchange format (KIF) is a standard for defining
the content of messages within the ACL structure. KIF is designed for interchange of knowledge among disparate programs.
We will briefly review the software agents in
the context of telemedicin e in the next section.
Software agents and telemedicine
Software agent is a proactive object. A software entity is an agent if it has 11 :
 the data and code encapsulation of a software object;
 its own thread of control (active);
 the ability to execute autonomously without
being invoked externally.
Thus, “an autonomous agent is a system situated within and a part of an environment that
senses that environment and acts on it, over
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T A BLE 2.

A P P LIC A TIO N A R EA S

User assistant

















Information retrieval

Entertainment
Service management
Business management
Manufacturing management
Service robotics

OF

F EA T UR ES

Issues
Bandwidth limitation can
be improved through agent
technology
Network congestion can be
better handled by agent
technology
Fault tolerance and robustness is
available with agent technology
Support for electronics
service is provided by agent
technology
Heterogeneous computing
environment is supported in
agent technology

IN

User profile learning systems
Personal digital assistant
Directory services
Database enquiry
Information brokerage
Games
Videoproduction
Multimedia
Electronic commerce
Network management
Workflow management
Virtual factory mangement
Factory manufacturing robot
Office delivery robots
House cleaning robots

time, in pursuit of its own agenda and so as to
effect it senses in the future.” 11 For example,
human beings are more sophisticated agents,
whereas a thermostat is an oversimplified version of agent. A spell checker for a wordprocessor is not a software agent but a spell
checker that monitors typing and corrects on
the fly might be an agent. 11 Thus all software
agents are programs, but not all programs are
software agents.
Some of the applications areas for agent technology and their applicability in telemedicin e
are given in Table 2. 12 The special feature of
agent-based technology and their relevance to
telem edicine is summarized in Table 3. 13,14
Healthcare informatics and telem edicine researchers have started investigating this technology for real-life applications. Our research
indicates that two such projects are Ginkgo by
IBM and Multi Agent Network for TelemediT A BLE 3.

A G E N T T EC H N O LO G Y

OF

T ELEM ED IC IN E
Remote diagnostic assistance
Patient demography and medical
expertise distribution
Multimedia image exchange
Health insurance and consultation
fees
Computer supported collaborative
work amongst healthcare entities
Remote control of diagnostic
laboratory
Remote cleaning and monitoring of
lab and healthcare facilities

cine and Hypermedia Authoring (MANTHA)
by University of Udine, Italy.
Ginkgo 15 is written in Java and is being used
to develop a decision support system named
Physician’s Assistant. This system can learn
about drugs a doctor prescribes for a given situation and recalls the doctor’s own practice
pattern, providing an intelligent default suggestion. IBM is also working on a prototype
system named Physician’s Consultation that
uses Ginkgo to intelligentl y mediate communication among doctors and make recommendations based on what recognized experts have
done in a particular situation.
The goals of MANTHA 16 are to allow authoring, publishing, and recording of hypertext
documents. Because telem edicine involves collaborative work on multimedia medical data,
this project aims to develop a federation of
agents (called agency) skilled for telemedicin e

A G EN T T EC H N O LO G Y R E LEV A N T

TO

T EL EM E DIC IN E

Telemedicine application
Multimedia data exchange in telemedicine applications makes
them suitable for agent technology
Document prefetch and higher quality of service can be achieved
in telemedicine application
As agent technology reacts dynamically to adverse conditions, it
is suitable for development of fault tolerant distributed complex
systems in telemedicine
As agent technology represents the intentions, desires and
resources of the participants, it can be used to build electronic
commerce for the telemedicine market
As distributed telemedicine application should be computing
platform neutral, agent technology could be effectively used
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ologies (or strategies) for the effective development of software systems. Various methodologies bas-ed on data-oriented (Information
Engineering), function-oriented (Structured
System Analysis & Design Methodology
[SSADM]) and object-oriented UML techniques are available. 18 Our research has used
distributed object-based design framework.
The proposed methodology for the development of software agent-based tele-electrocardiography system is based on UML. UML is a
de facto standard in software system development. It has been extensively used by the software industry and adopted by Object Management Group (OMG). The UML specifies the
following steps for the development of objectbased system 19 :

FIG. 2. Use case diagram for distributed electrocardiogram (ECG) system.

purposes. The agency manages hypermedia
archives and supports collaborative authoring
and network interactions.

RESULTS

 Analysis Use Case Model—Use Cases help
in the specifications of the requirem ents of
the system. It involves actors and their interactions. An actor is defined as the user of
the system whereas a Use Case is a scenario
that actor carries out.
 Conceptual Model—in UML a conceptual
model is explained with a set of static structure diagrams. It does not show the details
of operation.
 System Behavior Model—Collaboration diagrams explains object interactions in a graph
or network format whereas system sequence
diagram illustrates events from actors to systems.
 Class Model—this involves design of class
diagram s
 Design State Model—this involves state diagrams for classes.
The next section summarizes the system design based on UML Use Cases and sequence
diagrams.

Design of agent-based system

Distributed tele-electrocardiography in UML.
For this application, the following actors are
identified:

The techniques of development of the agentbased systems include conceptual analysis,
role interactions, formal analysis, and implementation design.14,17 The discipline of information systems development specifies method-






Point-of-need user (Creator)
Knowledge Repository (KR) (Tracker)
Supervisory Station (Manager)
Patient Record & Further Care (Archivist)
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FIG. 3.
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Sequence diagram for the application.

The Use Cases for this application are patient
details, ECG data, interpretation report, normal
diagnosis, and abnormal diagnosis.
Figure 2 presents a brief Use Case Diagram
for the applicatio n and Figure 3 presents a brief
sequence diagram of the application.
A brief description for each use case is as follows:
 Use Case: Patient Details
—Actors: Point-of-need user, Knowledge
Repository, and Supervisory Station
—Description: The Point-of-Need user acquires and submits patient details to Knowledge Repository and Supervisory Station. Both
Knowledge Repository and Supervisory Station log this information.
 Use Case: ECG data
—Actors: Point-of-need User, Knowledge

Repository
—Description: The point-of-need User acquires and submits the ECG data to Knowledge
Repository. The KR logs and interprets this information.
 Use Case: ECG Interpretation Report
—Actors: Knowledge Repositories, Supervisory Station
—Description: Once the ECG is interpreted,
the ECG data and interpretation report are presented to Supervisory Station.
 Use Case: Normal Diagnosis
—Actors: Supervisory Station, Point-of-need
User, Patient Record and Further Care
—Description: The Supervisory Station diagnoses the ECG and distributes the diagnosis
to Point-of-need User and Patient Record &
Further Care.
 Use Case: Abnormal Diagnosis
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Architecture schema for distributed electrocardiogram (ECG) analysis agent framew ork. DB, database.

—Actors: Supervisory Station, Point-of-need
User,
 Patient Record & Further Care.
—Description: Additionally Further Care is
alerted to initiate action.
Design of agent-based system from use case scenario. Use cases define how users interact with
a system with each actor as a user in a certain
role. For a full requirement analysis, use cases
must be specified for each scenario of the application. At this level of detail each use case
can be mapped to an actor’s or agent’s plan.
When multiple actors appear in one use case,
T A BLE 4.

S Y ST EM SO L UT IO N S

FOR

they collaborate and negotiate. In the agentbased system, the actors and resources become
the agents and their negotiation becomes a coordination protocol. With this correspondence,20 the application in UML is mapped into
agent-based system as shown in Figure 4.
Distributed ECG and semantic interoperability
A brief list of system solutions for existing
tele-electrocardiography programs is given in
Table 4. But in a distributed healthcare informatics system, the end-users enjoy the benefits
of a single virtual health enterprise. This type

E X ISTIN G T ELE -E LEC TR O C A R DIO G R A P H Y P R O G R A M S

Method of inform ation exchange

Interoperability paradigm

ECG data & interpretation by fax 35
Store and forward of ECG file
PC based networked system 34
Client-server architecture 36
Notebook & wireless transmission 30
Open European Electrocardiological Data
Interchange Project 6
Active X-based Project 37

Physical/Data-type
Data-type
Data-type
Data-type
Data-type
Data-type
Specification-level
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T A BLE 5.

M ETR IC S

FOR

IN TEG RA TIO N R EQ U IR EM EN T S

V ER SU S

I N TE RO P ERA B ILITY PA R A D IG M S

Interoperability
paradigms
Integration
Requirements
Presentation—common
appearance and behavior
Data— Perception of database as
single entity
Communication—standardization
of exchanged messages
Interworking of applications
Unified medical concept

Physical

Data-type

Specification -level

Semantic

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

No

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

No
No

No
No

Yes
Yes
(limited)

Yes
Yes

of information relies on seamless integration of
geographically
distributed
heterogeneous
components. The following dimensions indicate a measure of integration21 :
 Presentation integratio n assures that different tools used by the applications have a
common appearance and behavior.
 Data integration relates to perception of information as if it is stored in a single database.
 Communication integration refers to standardization of the formats of the messages
exchanged between applications.
 Objective of control integration determines
sequence of interworking of different application.

FIG. 5. Empirical evaluation of some of the distributed
systems comm unications protocols. TCP, transport control protocol; HTTP, hypertext transfer protocol; RPC, remote procedure call; RMI, remote method invocation;
CORBA, common broker architecture.

 Semantic integration refers to unified medical concept so as to enable the applications
exchange information meaningfully .
Table 5 presents a comparison of integration
requirements against software interoperability
paradigms. In our distributed ECG-analysis
framework, ECG data format is under standardization with SCP-ECG. But this format may
not be universally accepted. ECG-storage model
varies as per application areas such as stress testing or resting condition. Similarly, presentation
of ECG on graphical user interfaces are difficult
to standardize as they are dependent on ECG
lead configuration. In CORBAmed (Domain
Task Force for healthcare informatics),22 relevant interoperability services such as Person
Identification Service, Lexical Query Service,
etc., are either developed or under development.
But SCP-ECG data format, ECG storage, and
presentation formats are yet to be mapped in interoperability services. Thus, it seems that in its
present state, object-brokers are limited in their
expressiveness.23 Again the framework of distributed ECG analysis needs to integrate with
distributed object-oriented systems as well as
legacy application. An empirical evaluation 24 of
some of the distributed systems communication
protocols is presented in Figure 5. This evaluation shows that the development and management complexity is lowest for agent-based systems although it may not have high distribution
complexity. On the other hand, CORBA-based
system has a slightly higher level of development and management complexity but they
would support higher level of distribution com-
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T A BLE 6.

D EV E LO P M E N T T O O LS

Features
Agent as a single reactive process
Agents as travelers

Agents as members of a community
Agents as intelligent process

Infrastructure of typed-message agents

plexity as well. Therefore, a combination of
agent-based and CORBA (and similar)-based architecture seems to be the most effective means
of solving our problem. Therefore our methodology for the development of agent based teleelectrocardiography system would consist of:
 UML-based Use Cases and Sequence diagrams;
 Mapping of UML-based system to agentbased system;
 Selection of suitable agent platform supporting CORBA, DCOM and EJB (Enterprise
Java Beans);
 Implementation design based on platform
specific aspect;
 Coding and implementation;
 Development and roll-out of the system in a
chosen telemedicin e environment in a cautious manner; and
 Evaluation of the system from the point of
views of benefits and drawbacks.
This loop can be iterative starting from the
first step depending on the feedback. This article illustrates the above methodology. The
first two steps have already been explained in
previous section. The next section will show the
feasibility of implementation phase with a
proof-of-concept illustration.
Proof-of-concept implementation
For implementation of prototype, there is a
need for a framework that provides basic infrastructure and communication protocol for im-

FO R

A G EN T -B A SED SY STEM S
Development tools

IBM’s Agent Building Environment—C 1 1
 General Magic’s Telescript
 IBM’s Aglet—Java objects
 General Magic’s Odyssey—Java
version of Telescript
 ObjectSpace’s Voyager—Java-based
Object request broker for mobile agents
Gensym’s Agent Development
Environment (ADE)
 DMARS
 D-Muse
 Agent Building Shell (ABS)
JATLite

plementation of interoperable software agents.
The development frameworks available for
agent-based systems are listed 14 in Table 6. Although we started with JATLite25 agent platform, ObjectSpaces’s interoperable framework
Voyager is preferred for prototype implementation for the following reasons:
 Seam less integration of agent framework
with distributed computing;
 Supporting communication architecture for
CORBA, COM, RMI (Remote Method Invocation), and EJB (Enterprise Java Beans); and
 Better support for security with secure channels.13
In Voyager, secondary objects, known as
facets, can be attached to primary objects in
run-time. The primary object with its facets is
known as aggregate. An agent is made up of
one or more objects. An object can be turned
into an agent by 13 :
 Agent.of() to obtain object’s facet.
 IAgent Interface.
In general, the agents and repositories are being developed with Voyager’s special classes
and interfaces. They include Agent, Messenger
and Database. 26
The proposed architecture shown in Figure
4 is under implem entation. This approach involves development of a collaborative community where each agent is specialized in specific services as below 27 ,28 :
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 Cooperation Agent (CA) coordinates highlevel cooperation;
 Ontology Agent (OA) allows communication between various types of agents;
 Semantic Router Agent (SRA) stores ontological agreements;
 ECG Interpretation Agent (EIA) presents the
ECG to Knowledge Repository and obtains
automated ECG interpretation;
 ECG Acquisition Agent (EAA) obtains the
ECG data at point of need;
 Diagnostic Agent (DA) manages ECG diagnostic in the Supervisory station; and
 Further Care Agent (FCA) manages the further cardiac care services.
In the above approach, the burden of interoperation is borne by software agents and communication facilitators and thereby the load on
application programmers is reduced. 23
As heuristic evaluation for telemedicin e systems is found to be effective, 29 such an evaluation based on functional, technical, organizational, clinical, and economic factors is being
planned.
DISCUSSION
Various types of interoperability such as
physical, data-type, etc., have been discussed.
Our research has addressed the issue of semantic interoperability. A methodology based
on UML has been proposed for the development of distributed, object-oriented, agentbased interoperable telem edicine systems. A
proof of concept implementation plan based on
ObjectSpace’s Voyager has been discussed. All
concepts have been illustrated with a distributed ECG system. We feel the same idea can be
extended to other types of telemedicin e systems. Although our initial analysis looks
promising, it is necessary to evaluate these designs in a wide variety of clinical environments
before extensive deployment of such systems.
Software agent-based technology is developing rapidly. In order to utilize this technology
effectively, more research is required into issues33 such as scalability, crash recovery, inconsistencies, and security. Clinically effective
telem edicine applications built on this technol-
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ogy will offer an efficient mechanism for distribution medical expertise over the computer
communication networks.
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